Lithuanians have a long tradition of hospitality, and the **Traditional Lithuanian Lenten Meals**: Birute Imbrasiene. 19 Feb 2018. Here are ten traditional Lithuanian dishes that have been passed down from grandparent to grandchild for centuries. Cepelinai (Zeppelins) Fried Bread (Kepta Duona) Beetroot Soup (Burok?i?i? Sriuba) Chilled Borscht (Saltibarsciai) Grybukai (Mushroom Cookies) Fried Curd Cakes. Potato Pancakes. Kibinai. Lithuanian Splurge before Lent Is Doughnuts Known as. - Pinterest 1998 m. „Lithuanian Traditional Foods”; 2005 m. „Tradiciiniai pasninko valgiai” 2005 m. „Traditional Lithuanian Lenten Meals“ 2007 m. „Lithuanian Traditional Lithuanian lenten meals, Birut? Imbrasien?: Knyga”. The meal ends with a prayer and the singing of a Christmas hymn. Tuesday, the last day before the forty-day fast for Lent that is traditional for Catholics.